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Clutched Elastic Actuators
Michiel Plooij† , Wouter Wolfslag, Martijn Wisse

Delft University of Technology

Abstract—This paper identifies the class of actuators called
clutched elastic actuators (CEAs). CEAs use clutches to control
the energy flow into springs. CEAs in exoskeletons, prostheses,
legged robots and robotic arms have shown the ability to
reduce the energy consumption and motor requirements such
as peak torque and peak power. Because of those abilities, they
are increasingly used in robotics. In this paper, we categorize
existing CEA designs, identify trends in those designs and
provide a method to analyze their functionality. Based on
a literature survey, current CEA designs are placed in nine
categories, depending on their morphology. The main trend is
that CEA designs are becoming more complex, meaning that
the number of clutches and springs increases. We show with
the introduced mathematical analysis that the functionality can
be analyzed with a constraint matrix, a stiffness matrix and
multiplication of a clutch dependent diagonal matrix with an
oriented incidence matrix. This method eases the analysis of
the functionality of CEAs. Furthermore, it can lead to new
CEA designs in which the number of resulting stiffnesses grows
exponentially with the number of springs and clutches.

I. INTRODUCTION

In autonomous robots, energy consumption is an impor-
tant performance criterion, because this directly influences
their uptime. Clear examples include walking robots [1],
household robots [2], prostheses [3, 4] and orthoses [5, 6].
One of the most effective techniques to obtain a low energy
consumption is the efficient recapture of negative work. There
are multiple options to store the energy recaptured from
the robot (e.g. electrical, chemical, potential, etc.), of which
potential energy is the most promising in terms of efficiency.
This efficiency can even approach 100 %. Compared to other
potential energy storages, springs are relatively compact and
therefore preferred. Actuators that use springs to temporarily
store energy are called elastic actuators (EAs). The two most
well known EAs are series elastic actuators (SEAs) [7] and
parallel elastic actuators [8, 9] (PEAs).

The problem of EAs is that the timing of energy storage
and release is not independently controllable from the posi-
tion of the joints and/or motor. This lack of control limits the
versatility of robots with EAs, especially when using PEAs.
For example, Shirata et al. [10] designed a walking robot with
a leg that includes a spring mechanism to statically balance
the robot when standing on that leg. During the stance phase,
this spring mechanism reduces the torques that the motors
have to deliver. However, during the swing phase, the motors
have to counteract these springs. If the stiffness of those
springs would be fully controllable, the stiffness could be
eliminated during the swing phase.

† Corresponding author: M.C. Plooij, Delft Robotics Institute, Faculty of
Mechanical Engineering, Delft University of Technology, Mekelweg 2, 2628
CD Delft, The Netherlands Email: m.c.plooij@tudelft.nl

In recent years, the use of clutches in EAs has become
popular as a tool to control the energy flow in springs. We call
such EAs clutched elastic actuators (CEAs). Such CEAs have
mostly been applied in legged robots [11–14], underactuated
systems [15] and robotic arms [9]. An alternative for using
clutches to control the energy flow in the springs is the use
of continuously variable transmissions (CVTs). CVTs have
mainly been used to control the stiffness of springs in series
with the motor [16, 17]. In principle, such CVTs could also
be used to control the stiffnesses of parallel springs. With a
CVT, the energy flow of the springs would become fully
controllable [18]. However, current CVT designs are not
developed enough to be applicable. They are typically based
on a wheel rolling on a surface, meaning that in order to
be able to transfer high forces, the wheel should be pushed
strongly against the surface to prevent slip perpendicular to
the rolling direction. This increases the friction in the overall
system, leading to a limited life time due to wear and a low
energy efficiency. Furthermore, it makes it difficult to vary the
transfer ratio. Clutches are inherently simpler components,
because they switch between completely locking and unlock-
ing. Furthermore, they are widely available in various forms
[19].

Different applications require different functionalities from
their CEAs and thus various types of CEAs have been de-
signed. However, the full capabilities and limitations of CEAs
have never been studied. Having a method to analyze the
functionality of CEAs will become increasingly important,
due to their increasing complexity. We envision future CEAs
consisting of many springs and many clutches. Such CEAs
show resemblance with human muscles that consist of many
elastic fibers and locking mechanisms (i.e. myosin proteins
that bind to actin proteins [20]). In order to prepare for those
future CEAs, we provide a method to categorize and analyze
both existing and future CEA designs.

Therefore, the goal of this paper is twofold. The first goal
is to categorize existing CEA designs and to identify trends
in those designs. The second goal is to introduce a method
to analyze functionalities of all possible CEA designs. These
goals are reached using the following structure. Section II
gives a definition of CEAs and their components. Section III
provides an overview of existing CEA designs and identifies
trends. Section IV evaluates how we can define what func-
tionalities a certain CEA design incorporates. Section V then
provides a method for analyzing the functionalities in CEAs.
Synthesis and different configurations of CEAs are discussed
in section VI. Finally, the paper ends with a discussion in
section VII and a conclusion in section VIII.
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Figure 1. An example of a CEA, showing the visualization that is used
in this paper. CEAs consist of bodies that are connected with clutches and
springs. In the leg on the left, one spring is placed in series with a clutch
between the lower and the upper leg. A motor is also placed between the
lower and the upper leg. The schematic on the right shows a visualization of
this mechanism. Body 1 represents to the upper leg and body 3 represents
to the lower leg. Body 2 is an internal body in between the clutch and the
spring and is therefore visualized in grey. Note that this example does not
include a constraint, to keep the example simple.

II. COMPONENTS OF CEAS

In this section, we briefly define both the terminology and

the visualization we use in this paper. We define CEAs as all

mechanisms that consist of at least one spring and one clutch

and possibly incorporating gears, differentials or motors.

Note that motors are an optional part of CEAs, because the

clutches are already used to control the torque. This ability to

control the torque is what makes the mechanism an actuator.

All components of the CEA are connected to bodies that have

a continuous state (position and velocity).

A spring is an elastic element and in this paper we assume

that it has two connections. The potential energy in the spring

is a function of the positions of its connections. A clutch is a

locking device that switches between allowing and preventing

relative motion between two bodies [19]. This means that

when the clutch is engaged, the relative velocity between the

two bodies is zero. In this paper, we consider all clutches to

be ideal locking mechanisms as defined in [19]. This means

that we disregard the differences between locking mech-

anisms such as brakes, ratchets, latches, non-backdrivable

gearing and singular locking mechanisms. Section VII-C will

discuss how different locking mechanisms might be included

in future work. A gear determines a constant transfer ratio

between two bodies. A generalized version of a gear is a

differential, which imposes a linear velocity constraint on

two or more bodies.

Fig. 1 shows an example CEA in a robotic knee on the

left and the schematic visualization of this CEA on the

right. The CEA consists of one spring and one clutch. The

spring is placed in series with the clutch. The clutch-spring

combination and the motor are placed between the upper

and the lower leg. This mechanism has three bodies: body

1 represents the upper leg, body 3 represents the lower

leg and body 2 is the position of the connection between

the spring and the clutch. Since this is an internal body

of the mechanism, we visualize it as a circle with a grey

(2,3)D - 3S4C - 4C
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body 2 and 3 

through a 

differential

Body 3 connects to 
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clutch

Body 2 connects to 

body 3 through a 

spring and to body 
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Figure 2. Explanation of the names that we use in the taxonomy. The
strings between the dashes denote how the subsequent bodies connect to
other bodies.

background.

We exclude motors from the categorization of CEAs

because we want to focus on the behavior of the clutches

and the elasticity. In the next section, we will occasionally

mention and visualize motors in order to increase the under-

standing of how CEAs are applied. Since motors are used

in various ways by researchers (as position source or force

source), we will mention those various usages throughout this

paper.

Note that in the proposed representation, all body positions

are absolute positions, while in most applications the relative

position is actuated. This means that in this representation,

the bodies can still move, while the relative position is locked

(e.g. the knee being locked in Fig. 1).

III. CURRENT CEA DESIGNS

The goal of this section is to provide a taxonomy for

CEA designs and to identify trends in the use of CEAs. We

performed a literature survey by searching for papers that

include either ’clutch’, ’latch’, ’locking mechanism’ or ’lock’

and ’spring’, ’elasticity’ or ’compliance’. We also searched

the references of the papers we found.

We categorize the CEAs based on their morphology and

briefly discuss the results that were achieved by imple-

menting them. Existing CEAs can be subdivided into nine

types, see Fig. 3. In this section we discuss the types in

Figs. 3a, b, c, d and e, because they are used most and are

significantly different from each other.

The names that we use in the taxonomy uniquely describe

their morphology, excluding other components such as mo-

tors. Per body, we describe how that body connects to a body

with a higher number. For instance, body 1 in the CEA in

Fig. 1 connects to body 2 through a clutch. Therefore, its

name starts with 2C, where the numbers indicate the bodies

it connects to and the C indicates a clutch. The connections

of different bodies are separated by a dash. Since body 2

connects to body 3 through a spring, the name for the CEA in

Fig. 1 is 2C-3S. Differentials are denoted by the numbers of

the connecting bodies between brackets, followed by a D (see

Fig. 3c). The names of the CEA in Fig. 3c is also visualized

explained in Fig 2. When desired, motors could be added to

the taxonomy, denoted by the letter M. Here we chose to omit

the motors to keep the amount of families small. Note that

in more complex CEA designs, these family names become

inconveniently long for regular use. Therefore, we propose

to give mechanisms their own name in future work, while



refering to their family name once. Also note that the name

changes by changing the numbering of the bodies.

A. Type 2C-3S

The first type of CEA we discuss, consists of a spring

placed in series with a clutch and has three bodies (see

Fig. 3a). In most type 2C-3S CEA designs, body 1 connects

to one side of the joint and body 3 connects to the other

side. When the CEA also includes a motor, that motor is

usually also placed between bodies 1 and 3. When the clutch

is locked, bodies 1 and 2 are connected and the elongation

of the spring depends on the relative motion of body 1 and

3. Therefore, the CEA functions as a PEA when the clutch is

locked. When the clutch is unlocked, the position of body 2

does not depend directly on the position of the output bodies

and the spring goes to its equilibrium position. Therefore,

only the motor applies forces to the output bodies when the

clutch is unlocked, making it a regular motor.

Type 2C-3S CEAs have been applied both in parallel to a

motor [21–24] and without a motor [25–32]. There are four

studies with a completely different implementation of this

type of CEA. Two designs placed this CEA in series with a

motor instead of in parallel [33, 34]. One design placed the

motor between bodies 1 and 2, such that the rotation of the

motor can be locked [35]. And another design used bodies

1 and 2 as output bodies [36] . Then, by placing a motor

between body 1 and 3, they can load the spring while not

applying torque on the output joint.

This type of CEA has been used most widely, even

multiple times in parallel [32]. The results show that even

the implementation of a simple CEA can lead to significant

reductions of the energy consumption, peak torque and peak

power, both in robots and in humans. In walking robots

and exoskeletons, implementation of such a CEA has been

shown the ability to reduce the electric energy consumption

of walking robots and exoskeletons up to 80 % [21, 33]. In

humans, a reduction of the metabolic cost of transport by

7 % was achieved [31].

B. Type 2CS

The second type of CEA in literature consists of a spring

in parallel with a clutch (see Fig. 3b). Typically, the CEA

also includes a motor in between the two bodies. When the

clutch is locked, bodies 1 and 2 are connected and thus the

output is locked. When the clutch is unlocked, the output

bodies are not coupled directly and both the motor and the

spring apply a force on the output bodies. This type of CEA

can be used when the joint has to stand still while the spring

is loaded. The 2CS type has been used to lower the energy

consumption of robotic arms [9], to insert the same amount

of energy in every step of a walking robot [37] and to switch

between a rigid and soft connection between a human and a

backpack [38].

C. Type (2,3)D-3S4C-4C

The third type of CEA we discuss, has four bodies, one

spring, two clutches and a differential. Body 1 and 4 are the
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Figure 3. The nine different types of CEAs used in literature. The output
bodies and the placement of the motor are visualized in the most used form
in literature. The white bodies are the output bodies. In i), three modules of
a series parallel elastic actuator are visualized. Two modules are shown in
black and one module is shown in grey.

output bodies (see Fig. 3c). As shown in Fig. 3c, bodies 1,

2 and 3 are connected with a differential mechanism. This

differential causes the first body to move with the mean

velocity of bodies 2 and 3. When only the top clutch is

locked, body 2 connects to body 4 and the spring connects

bodies 1 and 4 through body 3. When only the bottom clutch

is locked, the spring connects the output bodies through body

2. This means that depending on the state of the clutches,

the force on the output joints is positive or negative and

therefore, energy in the spring can be released in clockwise or

counterclockwise direction. Plooij et al. [39, 40] used such a

CEA to reduce the energy consumption of robotic arms with

pick-and-place tasks by 65 %.

D. Type 2C3C-3S

The fourth type we discuss, consists of two clutches and

one spring, and has three bodies (see Fig. 3d). The purpose



of the mechanism is the same as that of type 2S-3C4C-(4)D

and this type of CEA has also only been used as a passive

CEA. Collins and Kuo [41] use this type of CEA in their

energy recycling foot prosthesis. The lower leg connects to

body 1, the heel connects to body 2 and the front of the foot

connects to body 3. Here, the foot actually consists of two

independently moving parts. This foot stores energy in the

spring during heel strike and releases it during push-off. This

led to a reduction of the metabolic energy consumption by

8 % in comparison to a conventional prosthesis. The fact that

all three bodies connect to the prosthesis makes this the only

CEA with three output bodies.

E. Type 4S-4C-4C

The last type of CEA is called the series parallel elastic

actuator (SPEA) [42]. It consists of three main bodies (1,

2 and 3) and modules of which multiple can be connected

between those bodies (see Fig. 3e). Those modules consist of

a spring and two clutches. Note that for the name of this type,

we only considered one module. Fig. 3e shows a system with

two modules in black and one in grey. The joint is placed

between bodies 1 and 3 and the motor is placed between

bodies 2 and 3. By engaging and disengaging the clutches,

the springs can be connected either in series (only clutch

between bodies 2 and 4 is locked) or in parallel (only clutch

between bodies 3 and 4 is locked) with the motor, or can be

disconnected (no clutch locked). When the clutch between

body 2 and 4 is unlocked, the motor can only actuate the

joint through other springs that are placed in series. When in

series, the elongation of the springs can be controlled; when

in parallel, the torque in the springs does not pass through

the motor. Preliminary results show that this concept can

reduce the energy consumption of robots by tens of percents

in comparison to a stiff actuator.

F. Other designs

There are four other CEA designs that are depicted in

Fig. 3. The CEA type in Fig. 3f is used to reduce the energy

consumption in robots, specifically robotic arms [43, 44]. The

CEA type in Fig. 3g is used to mimic normal human ankle

torques using only one spring [45]. The CEA type in Fig. 3h

is used to obtain an actuator that mimics some aspects of

biological muscles [46]. And finally, the CEA type in Fig. 3i

is used to constantly input small amounts of energy into the

spring that are later released to the joint [47].

G. Trends

Two trends can be observed from literature. First, the use

of CEAs is increasing. More than 60 % of the papers cited

above, date from 2012 or later. Before 2012, the maximum

amount of papers per year that mentioned the use of a CEA

was 2 (in 2010). In the first half of 2015 alone, 5 papers were

found in which CEAs were used. Secondly, the complexity

of CEAs is increasing. Five out of seven types of CEAs with

more than one clutch were introduced in 2010 or later, while

CEAs with only one clutch were used more often before

2010. It is logical that this second trend will stop at a certain

point, when the added value of more clutches and more

functionality is outweighed by the downsides of additional

mass and lower efficiency. But we expect that this turning

point has not been reached yet. And while less complex

CEAs are easy to analyze by hand, the functionalities of more

complex CEAs are less obvious. Therefore, there is a need

for a method to analyze the functionalities of CEAs.

IV. FUNCTIONALITIES

Each CEA has different functionalities and properties, as

shown in the previous section. This makes them suitable

for different applications. In this section we define and

discuss the meaning of functionality. In the next section, we

will describe CEAs mathematically to analyze which CEAs

incorporate which functionalities.

We define functionality as the static behavior of CEAs.

This static behavior can be described in terms of the resulting

generalized force Qy on the output joint. This force depends

on its turn on the position of the joint y, the resulting stiffness

ky and the equilibrium position y0:

Qy = −ky(y − y0) (1)

where Qy and y are defined in the same direction. Note that

here we assume one output joint, while CEAs could also be

used to transfer energy from one joint to another. The analysis

would not change for such a CEA, because the output joints

can be analyzed one by one. Now there are three main modes

of operation that could be obtained with CEAs:

1. Moving freely: In this mode, the joint can move while

no springs are loaded or unloaded and thus ky = 0.

Depending on the specific design and state of the

clutches, springs that were loaded before entering this

mode remain loaded or will move to their equilibrium

position.

2. Spring connected: In this mode, there is a fixed rela-

tionship between the position of the joint and the energy

in the spring(s) and thus ky > 0. This relationship can

be characterized by the resulting spring stiffness and

the equilibrium position. In some CEAs, the stiffness

and equilibrium position can be set before entering this

mode of operation.

3. Output locked: In this mode, the joint and the springs

are locked, meaning that no motion is possible. This can

also be seen as an infinite stiffness.

We will now discuss those modes of operation in more

detail, including how they are obtained in current CEA

designs.

A. Moving freely

The moving-freely mode is available if for a certain state

of the clutches, ky is zero. This mode is available in all CEA

designs in literature except the type 2CS CEA. In principle,

the moving freely mode is available in the CEA in Fig. 3e.

However, Mathijssen et al. [42] integrated the functionality

of the two clutches into one locking mechanism: mutilated

gears. Therefore, the states of the clutches in their CEA are

not independent and the moving-freely mode is not available.



In principle, mode 1 can be achieved in every CEA design

by the addition of one extra clutch and one extra body.

Mode 1 is used extensively in the knees of walking robots

and exoskeletons [21, 22, 25–29, 35, 48]. The reason is that

the torques in a human knee during the stance phase are

similar to those that would have been applied by a stiff spring,

but are similar to those of a weak spring during the swing

phase. Therefore, during the swing phase, the (stiff) spring

should be decoupled from the output joint. Of course when

there is an actual physical weak spring attached, the CEA

does not have a mode 1. Another application of the moving

freely mode is robotic arms with pick-and-place tasks [39].

In such tasks, there is a varying distance between the pick

and the place positions. Therefore, the spring characteristic

should be variable. This can be done by adjusting the distance

the arm travels while being in the moving-freely mode [39].

Current CEA designs show two different aspects of the

moving freely mode. First, the moving freely mode implies

the spring does not apply a force on the output bodies.

Depending on the design, the motor can or cannot apply

a force on the output bodies while being in the moving-

freely mode. This depends on whether the motor is placed

in parallel with the CEA [21–24, 39, 44], or in series

[33, 34, 48]. The second aspect of the moving freely mode is

whether the spring remains loaded or not. For instance, in a

type 2C-3S CEA, the energy in the spring will be lost when

the clutch is unlocked while the spring is loaded. This can

reduce the energy efficiency of the CEA significantly. In order

to prevent this, multiple clutches are necessary. Current CEA

designs in which the spring can be locked while the output

can move freely are the CEAs in Figs. 3f, h and i.

B. Spring connected

The spring-connected mode is always available, since

CEAs are designed to be able to (un)load the springs. The

different transfer ratios from the joint to the spring(s) deter-

mine ky and y0. CEAs differ in how many choices for ky and

y0 there are and if the CEA can switch between those without

entering mode 1 or 3. For instance, the CEA in Fig. 3c has

two different modes 2. Whether the CEA can switch between

two modes 2 without entering mode 1 or 3 depends mainly

on the type of clutches that is used and the CEA design.

Theoretically, all switches are possible. However, in the CEA

in Fig. 3c, switching between two spring-connected modes

is not possible because the clutches do not switch infinitely

fast and perfectly timed. An example in which switching is

possible is the CEA in Fig. 3e, because the output bodies are

never locked with respect to each other since the connection

between the two always passes through springs. Another

issue with switching between different modes 2 is that springs

that are loaded might become free to move and thus their

energy is lost. This of course reduces the efficiency of the

CEA and should therefore be avoided.

The trend towards CEAs with more clutches and more

springs introduces the possibility of multiple modes 2. The

simplest CEA designs in Fig. 3a, b and d have only one

mode 2. In other CEAs, there are two different ways in which

multiple modes 2 two are obtained. The CEA in Fig. 3c uses

a differential to change the resulting equilibrium position y0.

This principle is used to reverse the resulting force Qy on the

output joint. This CEA was designed for robotic arms with

pick-and-place tasks [39]. With this CEA, the energy in the

spring can be released while accelerating in any direction that

is required by the task. A similar functionality is obtained by

the CEA in Fig. 3g, in which the force is reversed using a

gear ratio of -1.

The CEA design in Fig. 3e has a unique functionality

because it has multiple springs that can be placed in series

or in parallel by the clutches. In such a CEA, the force that

the springs apply on the output joint is fully controllable.

C. Output locked

The output locked mode is available if for a certain state

of the clutches, the output bodies cannot move with respect

to each other. This mode is available in all current CEA

designs except the CEAs in Figs. 3a and e. In principle, this

functionality can be added to any CEA with one additional

clutch. Note that switching to mode 3 can induce shocks in

the system when the system has a non-zero velocity.

There are three situations in which a locked output joint

is useful. First, when the output joint has to stand still, it

might be beneficial to lock the joint in order to prevent the

motor from having to counteract spring forces, gravitational

forces or external forces. For this reason, researchers locked

the output joint in robotic arms with repetitive tasks [9, 39].

Secondly, the joint can be locked while the spring is being

loaded by the motor. Cherelle et al. [36] used a 2C-3S CEA

in their ankle-foot prosthesis. They connected body 1 to the

lower leg and body 2 to a lever arm that connects to the foot.

Then, by placing a motor between body 1 and 3, they can

load the spring while not applying torque on the ankle joint.

Thirdly, locking the joint can ease the timing and precision

of the release of the energy in the springs. Collins and Ruina

[37] used a 2CS CEA in the ankle of their 3D walking robot.

In the ankle, a spring connects the calf and the back of the

foot. This spring is stretched by a small motor that lifts the

front of the foot. During push-off, the energy in the spring is

released at once. This set-up has the advantage that at every

step, the same amount of energy is released.

There are also CEAs in which only the motor is locked.

Rouse et al. [35] used a 2C-3S CEA for implementation in

their knee prosthesis. Body 1 connects to the upper leg and

body 3 to the lower leg. The motor is then placed between

bodies 1 and 2, such that the rotation of the motor can be

locked. Using this CEA, the motor does not have to deliver

torque when the knee torque acts like a spring, but when

needed, the system acts like a regular series elastic actuator.

V. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION

For the selection of CEAs, it is important to be able to

analyze the functionalities of different CEA designs. The

goal of this section is to introduce a method for finding all

values for ky and y0 in Eq. (1) that are possible within a

certain CEA design. Therefore, we now introduce a method



that makes it easy to describe all possible CEAs and analyze

their functionality. A CEA always consists of multiple bodies,

spring(s), one or more clutches and possibly a number

of constraints on the bodies. We will now discuss these

components separately and give a mathematical description.

Throughout the description, two examples will be explained

to clarify the method: the type 2CS CEA in Fig. 3b and the

type (2,3)D-3S4C-4C CEA in Fig. 3c.

A. Bodies

Bodies are movable components between which springs,

clutches and differentials can be placed. Their position is

denoted as xi, where i is the number of the body. Most CEAs

in literature have two external bodies and one or multiple

internal bodies.

The external bodies are connected to the robot. For in-

stance, they can be connected to the two sides of a joint,

placing the CEA on that joint. An example of a bi-articular

CEA can be found in [45]. CEAs with more than two external

bodies are also possible and could be used to transfer energy

between multiple joints [41]. The internal bodies are not

directly connected to the robot. We call the vector with all

body positions x:

xT =
[

x1 x2 . . . xn

]

(2)

where n is the number of bodies.

1) Example 2CS: This CEA has two bodies and thus n =
2.

2) Example (2,3)D-3S4C-4C: This CEA has four bodies

and thus n = 4.

B. Differentials

Gears and differentials can both be described as linear

holonomic constraints between bodies. These constraints all

have the form:

cj
Tx =

[

cj,1 cj,2 . . . cj,n
]

x = 0 (3)

where the values for cj,i determine the constraint and j is

used to enumerate the constraints. A set of m constraints

can be written as:

CDx =











c1,1 c1,2 . . . c1,n
c2,1 c2,2 . . . c2,n

...
...

. . .
...

cm,1 cm,2 . . . cm,n











x = 0 (4)

where 0 is a null vector in this case. The time derivative of

this constraint also holds:

CDẋ = 0 (5)

1) Example 2CS: This CEA does not include a gearbox

or a differential and thus CD is an empty matrix.

2) Example (2,3)D-3S4C-4C: The differential in this CEA

is a ideal differential as defined in [39] and thus the constraint

matrix CD is equal to

CD =

[

1 −
1

2
−
1

2
0

]

C. Springs

The potential energy in a spring is a function of the posi-

tions of its two connected bodies, say xi and xj . Assuming

a linear spring, the potential energy E in the spring is equal

to

E =
1

2
k(xi − xj − x0)

2 (6)

where k is the spring stiffness and x0 is the equilibrium

distance between xi and xj . If E is known as function of x,

the stiffness matrix K and the pretension vector Q0 can be

calculated using:

K =
∂2E

∂x2
(7)

Q0 =
∂E

∂x
− xT

K (8)

So the energy in the springs can be re-written as function of

x:

E =
1

2
xT

Kx+Q0
Tx (9)

1) Example 2CS: The spring is placed between bodies 1

and 2. Therefore, K and Q0 are equal to

K =

[

k −k

−k k

]

Q0 =
[

−kx0 kx0

]

2) Example (2,3)D-3S4C-4C: The spring is placed be-

tween bodies 2 and 3. Therefore, K and Q0 are equal to

K =









0 0 0 0
0 k −k 0
0 −k k 0
0 0 0 0









Q0 =
[

0 −kx0 kx0 0
]

D. Clutches

A clutch switches between allowing and preventing relative

motion between two bodies. We define the state of the i-th

clutch as li, which has a value of 1 when the clutch prevents

relative motion and a value of 0 otherwise. The number of

clutches in the mechanism is p. Now define the matrix L as

the diagonal matrix of [l1, l2 . . . lp] and LI as a p×n oriented

incidence matrix. Then the constraint imposed on the system

by the clutches is

LLIẋ = CLẋ = 0 (10)

Note that this is a constraint on the velocities and not on the

positions, because the relative positions are set at the moment

a clutch is locked. Therefore, we could also write this as a

constraint on the positions with an offset. As an alternative,

this offset can also be set in the pretension vector of the

springs Q0. Since all options lead to the same answers, we

will consider the constraint on the positions and assume that

Q0 depends on the clutching positions.



1) Example 2CS: For this CEA, n = 2 and p = 1. The

clutch is placed between bodies 1 and 2, meaning that LI

and L are equal to

LI =
[

1 −1
]

L =
[

l1
]

where l1 is equal to 0 or 1, depending on the state of the

clutch.

2) Example (2,3)D-3S4C-4C: In the example in Fig. 3c,

n = 4 and p = 2. The clutches are placed between bodies

2 and 4 and between bodies 3 and 4. This means that the

matrices LI and L are equal to

LI =

[

0 1 0 −1
0 0 1 −1

]

L =

[

l1 0
0 l2

]

E. Determining the motion space

Based on Eqs. (5) and (10), we can find a basis B for the

motion space of the mechanism:

Zx =

[

CD

CL

]

x = 0 (11)

B = null (Z) (12)

where the null operator returns a matrix with vectors that

form a basis for the null space of a matrix. Since B is a

basis for all possible motions of x, it can be used to define a

minimal set of generalized coordinates q for these motions.

From this vector, the positions of the individual bodies can

be calculated:

x = Bq (13)

1) Example 2CS: The clutch in the CEA in Fig. 3b has

two states. When the clutch is locked, the mechanism can

only move as a whole, meaning that q is a scalar. When the

clutch is not locked, q is a vector of length two. The matices

Bl1
are equal to:

B1 =

[

1
1

]

B0 =

[

1 0
0 1

]

Here, the two bodies can move independently and x is equal

to q. Note that the number of columns of B is equal to the

number of degrees of freedom of the mechanism plus one,

because even when the mechanism is locked, the mechanism

can still move as a whole. The rows of B give information

on the possible motion of the bodies. If row i contains only

zeros, then the i-th body is locked.

2) Example (2,3)D-3S4C-4C: For the possible states of

the clutches in this CEA, the matrices Bl1,l2 , containing

vectors that form a basis for the null space, now become

B1,1 =









1
1
1
1









B1,0 =









1 0
0 1
2 −1
0 1









B0,1 =









1 0
0 1
2 −1
2 −1









B0,0 =









1 0 0
0 1 0
2 −1 0
0 0 1









Those four B-matrices show the motion space for the four

different states of the clutches. When all clutches are locked,

the only motion that is allowed is when all bodies rotate in the

same direction with the same velocity. When only one clutch

is locked, the motions of bodies 2 and 3 are a function of the

motions of bodies 1 and 4. And when none of the clutches

are locked, the mechanism can move freely.

F. Determining the ky and y0

Now, we are interested in the force-displacement relation-

ship between two of the bodies. Typically, we are interested

in the bodies that are connected to the two sides of a joint

or in the bodies between which the motor acts. This way we

can analyze what the joint and the motor ’feel’. We call the

bodies we are interested in the i-th and the j-th bodies. Then

the output displacement y is the difference between the two

bodies:

y = xi − xj = dTx (14)

where d is a vector containing two unity entries, of which

one is negative. In order to determine the relationship in

Eq. (1), we have to find x as a function of y. Unfortunately,

Eq. (14) cannot be solved for x, because d is not invertible.

Simplifying the problem to a static analysis, we can find

the motion of the whole mechanism by minimizing the

energy in the springs, while still satisfying the constraints

in Eqs. (5) and (10). This can be solved using Lagrange

multipliers, leading to the minimization problem:

min
x,λ1,λ2

L(x,λ1, λ2) (15)

where λ1 and λ2 are Lagrange multipliers and the La-

grangian L is equal to

L =
1

2
xT

Kx+Q0
Tx+ λ1

T
Zx+ λ2(d

Tx− y) (16)

This can be solved by setting the partial derivatives of L to

x, λ1 and λ2 to zero. Reordering and using matrix notation

to isolate the unknowns this becomes





K Z
T d

Z 0 0

dT
0 0









x

λ1

λ2



 =





−Q0

0

y



 (17)

Here λ2 is equal to Qy since it is the force that ensures

that Eq. (14) holds. Now, often the matrix in Eq. (17) is

singular, because there are multiple solutions for x that

satisfy the constraints and for which the energy in the springs

is minimal. An example is a mechanism that can rotate

as a whole in absolute sense, while the relative motion is

constrained. This singularity means that the matrix in Eq. (17)

is not invertible and that the solution is the sum of the pseudo

inverse times a vector plus any vector that is in the null-

space of the matrix. In general, the null-space of the matrix

in Eq. (17) contains all motions that do not influence the

length of any spring. Therefore, this space is not interesting

for the calculation of ky and y0 and we can take the pseudo



inverse:




x

λ1

Qy



 =





K Z
T d

Z 0 0

dT
0 0





† 



−Q0

0

y



 (18)

=





A11 A12 A13

A21 A22 A23

A31 A32 A33









−Q0

0

y



 (19)

From this equation, it follows that the parameters in Eq. (1)

are equal to

ky = −A33 (20)

y0 =
A31Q0

A33

(21)

Note that the pseudo inverse also exists when the i-th and

j-th bodies are locked with respect to each other. Therefore,

it should be checked if Eq. (17) holds for the found x, λ1

and λ2. If it does not hold, then the bodies are locked.

1) Example 2CS: The output bodies of this CEA are

bodies 1 and 2, meaning that d is equal to

dT =
[

1 −1
]

For the two possible states of the clutches, this gives the

following outcomes:

•

[

l1
]

= [0]: the spring is (un)loaded when moving

the joint, meaning that this is a mode 2. ky = k, y0 =
Q0k

−1.

•

[

l1
]

= [1]: all bodies are locked, meaning that it is a

mode 3.

2) Example (2,3)D-3S4C-4C: The output bodies of this

CEA are bodies 1 and 4, meaning that d is equal to

dT =
[

1 0 0 −1
]

For the four possible states of the clutches, this gives the

following outcomes:

•

[

l1 l2
]

=
[

0 0
]

: the output can move freely,

meaning that this is a mode 1. ky = 0, y0 = 0.

•

[

l1 l2
]

=
[

1 0
]

: the spring is (un)loaded when

moving the joint, meaning that this is a mode 2. ky =

4k, y0 = −2Q0k
−1.

•

[

l1 l2
]

=
[

0 1
]

: the spring is (un)loaded when

moving the joint, meaning that this is a mode 2. ky =

4k, y0 = 2Q0k
−1.

•

[

l1 l2
]

=
[

1 1
]

: all bodies are locked, meaning

that it is a mode 3.

Note that when one of the clutches is engaged, the stiffness

is always equal to 4k. On the other hand, the force between

bodies 1 and 4 can differ depending on the clutch that is

locked, because the equilibrium position y0 is different for

the two modes 2.

G. Switching between modes

As mentioned in section IV-B, switching between modes

can lead to energy loss, because a loaded spring might

become disconnected from the output bodies without being

locked by clutches. This energy loss is typically undesirable

because it decreases the energy efficiency of the CEA.

Therefore, before performing a switch, the energy in the

springs before and after the switch can be calculated. Using

Eq. (18), the position vector x can be calculated before and

after the switch. Then, Eq. (9) can be used to calculate the

energy in the springs to check if energy is lost by performing

a certain switch.

VI. THE FUTURE OF CEA DESIGN

We envision future CEAs consisting of multiple springs

and multiple clutches. Section III showed that there already is

a trend towards such CEAs and Section V provided a method

that eases the analysis of current and future CEA designs.

This section focuses on the design of future CEAs. First, we

discuss the synthesis of new CEAs. Secondly, we discuss the

use of CEAs for stiffness control and force control. Thirdly,

we propose a new CEA design in which the number of

reachable combinations of ky and y0 grows exponentially

with the number of clutches and springs.

A. Choosing a suitable CEA

The question now is how to select a suitable CEA for a

certain application. We suggest three approaches that span

the space of possible approaches from manual to automated

design: optimization, heuristics and using building blocks.

In an optimization approach, the configuration of the

clutches, springs and differentials are included in an opti-

mization algorithm. This algorithm can either have the goal

to approach a certain functionality or can be part of a co-

optimization that optimizes both design and control. It should

be noted that the amount of possible mechanisms grows fast

with the amount of used components. Therefore, the search

space might have to be limited or an optimization algorithm

should be used that can handle large and odd-shaped spaces.

In such an optimization, the method in Section V will be very

useful. In a heuristic approach, the designer determines the

functionality that he or she thinks is desired and tries to find

a CEA that matches that functionality. The limitations of this

approach are the skills, the knowledge and the time of the

designer. There is a third approach that helps the designer to

find a suitable CEA: using building blocks. Here we mention

four building blocks that are particularly interesting. First, a

type 2C-3CS CEA is a building block that can be placed

between two bodies and can be used to arbitrarily connect

those bodies, decouple them, or place a stiffness between the

two. Secondly, a type (2,3)D-3S4C-4C CEA is a building

block that can be used to reverse the torque between two

joints. Thirdly, multiple type 2CS CEAs in series are a

building block that can switch between being disconnected,

being locked or having multiple different stiffnesses. And

finally, a module of a type 4S-4C-4C CEA is a building block

to switch a spring between being in series or in parallel with

the motor.

B. Force control and stiffness control

The two main reasons for using CEAs is to control the

force and to control the stiffness. These two reasons lead to



different CEA designs. For controlling the force Qy , there

are two techniques that can be used. First, when considering

only one spring, the force on the output joint changes when

changing the resulting transfer ratio between the spring and

the output joint by switching the clutches. This influences

both ky and y0. This technique is exploited in two existing

CEA designs: the ones in Figs. 3c and 3g. Secondly, when

using multiple springs, the springs can be placed in parallel,

such that they connect and disconnect from the joint. An

example would be to place multiple type 2C-3CS CEAs in

parallel. Another example of such a CEA is the type 4S-4C-

4C CEA in Fig. 3e. In such a CEA, the force is even fully

controllable, because the motor can change the equilibrium

positions of the springs.

For controlling the stiffness, the same techniques can be

used as for controlling the force, since those techniques also

change ky . However, there is a third technique to change the

stiffness that does not involve changing the force: placing

multiple type 2CS CEAs in series (see Fig. 4a). The challenge

in such a design is to keep the energy efficiency high, as

discussed in section V-G. The general rule for keeping the

efficiency high is to only unlock springs in which the force is

similar to the force in the springs that are already unlocked.

A new CEA design based on this principle is introduced in

the next section.

C. A newly proposed CEA design

Based on the building block method, we propose a new

CEA design in two steps. First, we repeat the 2CS building

block to obtain the CEA in Fig. 4a. We used a for-loop in

MATLAB to determine the combinations of ky and y0 for

all combinations of states of the clutches as described in

section V. This analysis showed that the number of resulting

stiffnesses is equal to 2p − 1, where p is the number of

clutches and that this CEA also has a locked mode. However,

it has no moving-freely mode and the Qy cannot be reversed

arbitrarily.

To increase the functionality of the CEA in Fig. 4a further,

we propose to use this CEA as a building block again and

combine it with the type (2,3)D-3S4C-4C CEA in Fig. 3c.

This results in the CEA in Fig. 4b, where bodies 1, 2 and

3 connect through a differential. Again we used the analysis

from section V in MATLAB to obtain the modes and the

number of possible combinations of ky and y0. This led to the

conclusion that this CEA includes a moving-freely mode and

a locked mode. Furthermore, given the states of the clutches

3. . .p, Qy can be positive or negative depending on the states

of clutches 1 and 2. The number of resulting stiffnesses is

2p−2
− 1. Since y0 can be set by changing the states of

clutches 1 and 2, the number of possible combinations of

ky and y0 is 2p−1
− 1. Note that in order to reach this

exponential growth in resulting stiffnesses, the stiffnesses of

the individual springs should all be different.

VII. DISCUSSION

In this paper we analyzed the class of mechanisms called

clutched elastic actuators (CEAs). Although CEAs have ex-

isted for decades, most studies that use CEAs date from after

1 2 3 4

a) 
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b) 
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Figure 4. A visualization of two CEAs consisting of building blocks. a)
A CEA where a type 2CS CEA is placed in series multiple times. b) A
CEA in which the CEA of visualized in a. is placed inside a differential
mechanism, allowing the force to be reversed.

2010. We provided a unified mathematical description that

can be used to easily analyze the functionality of different

CEAs. In this section, we discuss the current use of CEAs,

series and parallel elasticity, the components that are used

and the use and limitations of the introduced taxonomy.

A. Use and limitations of CEAs

The nine types of existing CEAs show that very different

CEA designs have been implemented in robots. However,

their functionalities are still limited. This follows from the

fact that only one type of CEA has more than one spring and

only a few have four or more clutches. As the reason for using

multiple springs and many clutches, Mathijssen et al. mention

that they ’believe that the way transmissions and springs are

used, needs drastic innovation’ [42]. In this paper we showed

that with more complex CEAs, the possible combinations of

ky and y0 can grow exponentially with the number of springs

and clutches, meaning that the energy inflow and outflow of

the springs can be controlled better.

Most CEAs are implemented to reduce the energy con-

sumption, peak torque or peak power of robots and humans.

Since CEAs are used for a wide range of applications and

goals, it is hard to compare the quantitative results from the

papers cited in this study. However, the underlying principle

in all applications is the same. For instance, for reducing

the energy consumption, springs are more efficient at storing

and releasing energy than motors. By recapturing negative

energy and releasing it at a later instance in time, the motor

consumes less energy. Typically, reductions in the energy

consumption of robots between 20 % and 80 % are reported.

Since the energy efficiency of springs themselves is typically

90 %-95 %, we expect that reported reductions in the energy

consumption will be even higher in the future. With the

same line of reasoning, it can be shown that CEAs lead

to a reduced peak torque and peak power. The improved

energy consumption, peak torque and peak power comes at



the cost of partially losing control authority over the torques.

Therefore, the challenge will be to use CEAs while keeping

the versatility of the robot at an acceptable level.

Next to functionality, there are three main aspects of CEA

designs that will determine their impact on robots. The first

two aspects are mass and size. In many robots in which en-

ergy consumption, peak power and peak torque are important,

size and mass have a large impact on the performance. In

general, a higher number of clutches and springs leads to

a higher mass and size of the CEA. Therefore, designers

should always weigh the advantages of a complex CEA

design agains the downside of an increased mass and size.

The third important aspect of CEA designs is their energy

efficiency. This efficiency is mainly determined by the energy

consumption of the clutches and the friction of the CEA,

while both the energy consumption and the friction might

increase with the number of clutches. This means that there

is also a design trade-off between functionality and efficiency.

B. Series elastic and parallel elastic

The taxonomy of CEAs includes both clutched parallel

elastic actuators and clutched series elastic actuators. In some

designs, the spring(s) can even be switched between a series

and a parallel configuration. However, in most CEAs, the

springs are placed in parallel to a motor. This matches

with the main reasons for designers to use CEAs: energy

efficiency, peak torque and peak power. The peak torque is

not reduced by SEAs, because the torque on the joint also

passes through the motor. For the same reason, the reduction

in energy consumption is limited using SEAs, because the

copper losses scale quadratically with the torque. The peak

power can be reduced in some applications using SEAs,

because the spring can be used as an energy buffer, separating

high torques and high velocities in time. Therefore, we expect

the best results from CEAs that are in parallel with the motor

when energy efficiency, peak torque and peak power are

important. CEAs that are in series with the motor can be

used to increase robustness and shock resilience, similar to

the use of elasticity in SEAs.

C. Components

The components of CEAs we considered in this study are

springs, clutches and differentials. Springs are well studied,

commercially available components with high energy effi-

ciencies. They might still be improved by the use of materials

that can store much energy per volume or per mass. The

extent to which differentials are studied varies per amount of

bodies that are involved. A two-body differential is the same

as a gear, which is a well known component. Three-body

differentials are also studied widely, since they are used in

cars and planetary gearboxes. However, when they are to be

widely applied in robots, they will need more development,

especially in terms of compactness. Furthermore, four-and-

more-body differentials are hardly studied at all. Clutches

are still subject to many recent studies. The main challenge

is to make clutches with a high torque density and low

energy consumption and can lock at every position. Recent

clutch designs include piezoelectric clutches [49], statically

balanced brakes [50] and electro static clutches [32].

Two components that are related to CEAs but have not yet

been applied in CEAs are continuously variable transmissions

(CVTs) and dampers. A CVT could be interesting in combi-

nation with clutches and springs because it would allow for a

more continuous variation of the stiffness instead of a discrete

variation. A similar idea was proposed by Wang and Zhu

[51]. Current limitations to CVTs include their compactness,

efficiency and reliability. Dampers were omitted from this

study because they are dissipative elements that are not ideal

from an energy perspective. However, they might be useful to

improve the control bandwidth of robots [52, 53]. Therefore,

they might be implemented in CEAs in the future, changing

their name to clutched impedance actuators (CIA).

D. Use and limitations of the introduced taxonomy

The taxonomy and mathematical description that were

introduced in this paper can be used to analyze the different

values for ky and y0 that can be reached given a certain mor-

phology. In section VI-C, we used this method to derive the

properties of two CEAs. In these symmetric and structured

CEAs, this analysis could have been performed by hand. The

full capacity of the mathematical description becomes clear

when considering less structured, complex CEA designs, for

instance in an optimization as described in section VI-A.

In the taxonomy, we used ideal clutches to categorize

different CEAs. In practice, the choice for a certain type

of clutch has an impact on the working of the CEA. Sec-

tion IV-B discussed that with clutches that do not switch

infinitely fast and perfectly timed, the functionality decreases.

In general, switches between modes can only be performed

when it only requires one clutch to be switched. However,

this general rule might not hold when passive clutches are

used. An example of a passive clutch is a one way clutch that

locks the motion in one direction and allows motion in the

other direction. Such clutches react on a load and therefore

react on the state of the other clutches. Therefore, future work

should address the question how the choice for a certain type

of clutch influences the functionality.

One final topic that should be addressed in future work

is the use of motors. Many CEAs will have the function

of supporting a motor, thereby the energy efficiency of the

complete actuator. The performance of such motorized CEAs

depends highly on the details regarding the motor. These

details include both the type of motor that is used and the

way it is controlled.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper presented an overview of current CEA designs

and provided a taxonomy for analyzing functionalities of

current and future CEAs. We conclude that functionality

can be analyzed using a constraint matrix, a stiffness matrix

and multiplication of a clutch dependent diagonal matrix

with an oriented incidence matrix. With these matrices, it is

possible to calculate the resulting stiffnesses and equilibrium

positions and thus the resulting force on selected bodies.



Current CEA designs are split into nine types, based on the

placement of the spring(s), clutch(es) and differential(s). In

general, CEA designs are becoming more complex and their

full potential will only be reached with multiple clutches,

springs and differentials. Based on the introduced taxonomy,

we proposed a new CEA design, showing that in CEAs, the

number of resulting stiffnesses and equilibrium positions can

grow exponentially with the number of clutches and springs.
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